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Supply contract signature
SG-SCS

Landing Points: Chaguaramas (Trinidad&Tobago), Georgetown (Guyana), Totness (Suriname)
Length: 1249 km
Fiberpairs: 2
BU: 1
Repeaters: 17
Cable: Nexans ROC-1
Terminal equipment: Huawei
RFS: 2010
Telesur Submarine Cable Infrastructure
e-Suriname,
securing the digital future.

- Transport
- Payment
- Enabler
- Health
- Smart Retail
- Big Data
- Cloud Computing
- Community
- Education
- Gov
- Smart Grid
- Smart Buildings
- Safe City
- IPTV
- Internet of Things
- High Speed Broadband

Enriching Lives
Focus Telesur
Thank You ... Gran Tangi!